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Abstract—Network attack graphs are a type of analysis tool
that can be used to determine the impact that security vul-
nerabilities have on the network. It is important, then, for
attack graphs to be able to represent enough information to
aid this analysis. Moreover, they must be able to handle and
integrate new vulnerabilities that are being discovered by the
security community. We developed a prototype tool that can parse
vulnerability descriptions, as provided in the CVE, to retrieve
relevant information for generating interaction rules that can be
incorporated into an attack graph generation software. The tool
is able to parse correctly about 88.15% of sampled CVEs. Such
a tool allows for the attack graphs generated to be up-to-date
with any recently discovered vulnerabilities. Furthermore, the
additional information provided by the generated rules enable
more information to be used and represented in attack graphs
in a simpler fashion, facilitating smoother analyses.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network attack graphs are commonly used in the vulnerabil-
ity analysis of a network. They provide a visual representation
of how one or more security vulnerabilities in a network can be
exploited by an attacker to achieve an attack goal. In particular,
such graphs present potential sequences of actions that lead to
the attack goal. This allows system administrators or security
personnel to identify key problem areas that can be fixed in
order to harden the system against any attacks. In order to
create an attack graph, information about the network, systems,
attacker capabilities, and vulnerabilities are needed.

It is important to have sufficient information about vul-
nerabilities presented in the attack graph. The purpose of an
attack graph is to ensure that users are able to easily identify
any vulnerability issues within their network, so that they can
take appropriate measures to resolve such problems. As such,
attack graph generation system must be capable of providing
required vulnerability and network information that is relevant
for analysis. Incomplete information might result in additional
effort for users to discover the missing details, and hinder
smooth analysis of a network.

In order to obtain relevant information about vulnerabilities,
we look to the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
list which contains the descriptions of publicly disclosed
vulnerabilities [8]. As there are numerous CVE entries, with
the database continuously updated, an automated process
should be used to retrieve these information. However, the
process must take into account that some information may
not be readily available. It is then necessary to obtain such

information from vulnerability descriptions. Yet these may
not be presented in standardized formats as well. Thus, some
automatic way to parse the vulnerability descriptions to yield
required information is useful.

Additionally, the number of known software vulnerabilities
will always increase, with thousands of new vulnerabilities
being reported each year. Accordingly, attack graph generation
tools need to be capable of representing the new vulnerabilities
in the attack graphs they produce. This would allow users to
have an up-to-date picture of their networks security vulnera-
bility state.

We identify relevant information from vulnerabilities that
would facilitate network security analysis. Some of these infor-
mation fields can be represented in the attack graphs generated
by the current MulVAL software[10], [11]. Nonetheless, we
improve upon the ways in which these information fields are
represented, by introducing new interaction rules to create a
more visually accessible attack graph. We also reduce the
complexity of required inputs, by implicitly including vulner-
ability information into the rules. Moreover, for information
fields that we determine to be relevant but are not currently
involved, we include them in the attack graphs through the
new interaction rules as well.

In order to aid our generation of these new interaction
rules, we present our Rules Generator tool. The tool allows
us to input CVE information and automatically generate a
corresponding set of interaction rules. Such rules can then
be used by attack graph generation tools such as MulVAL,
giving comprehensive information about vulnerabilities in the
generated network attack graph. The tool consists of two
components: the parser component and the rules creator com-
ponent.

The parser extracts application and location information
from CVE descriptions, which are then consolidated with other
relevant information to characterize a particular vulnerability.
The rules creator component creates specific interaction rules
with consequences, conditions and descriptions particular to
the vulnerabilities. Both the facts and rules are output in a
new rules file that can be incorporated into MulVAL when
generating attack graphs.

II. RELATED WORK

Different classes of attack graphs represent information
differently. However, some classes are not as suited for easy



analysis as others. State enumeration attack graphs represent
the entire state of the network, including access levels, network
configurations, vulnerabilities, etc.[12][14][13][5][6]. An end-
user’s problem with these graphs is that they may tend to
contain more information than is necessary. In many cases,
after an attack step is taken, only a few state information
fields would be changed, but yet the entire state is replicated
in the next node. This results in too much information being
represented, and it is difficult for users to identify the key
problems. Furthermore, all possible paths are generated for
these class of graphs, meaning that there will be redundant
paths generated. Our focus on logical attack graphs, allows
us to consider only the relevant paths and information, and
also provides clear causal relations between attack steps and
conditions. In this way, the generated attack graphs would be
concise and clearer for analysis.

Another class of attack graphs are known as the dependency
attack graphs [2][9][3]. These graphs have nodes representing
attributes or security conditions of a system; and edges are
the exploits or attack steps taken by the attacker. Dependency
attack graphs also shows only the minimal set of exploits to
the attack goal, avoiding the redundant path problem of state
enumeration attack graphs. These graphs are similar to logical
attack graphs as the ways in which information is presented
have many resemblances and are easily comprehensible. Nev-
ertheless, the expressiveness of logical attack graphs is greater
as they have derivation nodes that can better describe the
attack steps taken. This issue is somewhat rectified by exploit-
condition dependency graphs [15], where nodes can be either
conditions or exploits. Despite this, logical attack graphs still
represent information more descriptively and comprehensively,
making them better for analysis.

Regarding new vulnerabilities, there are some formulations
of attack graphs that can predict future attacks or zero-day
vulnerabilities [7], [16], [4]. These attack graphs make use
of probabilistic techniques to determine if a network would
be susceptible to unknown vulnerabilities. While very useful
in risk analysis, we are nevertheless more interested in the
representation of information from newly discovered vulner-
abilities. Analysis with regards to information on unknown
vulnerabilities is by definition incomplete, and so we do not
consider these graphs in our paper.

III. MULVAL

MulVAL is an open source network security analyser that
produces logical attack graphs [10], [11]. In order to pro-
duce these graphs, it requires two types of information: An
interaction rules file and an input data file. The interaction
rules file stipulates how derived facts are generated. A default
interaction rules file is already built into MulVAL, but the
software can be extended with further rules when generating
attack graphs. It is this functionality that we will capitalize on
to improve the representation of the MulVAL logical attack
graphs. The input data file contains the network information
and specifications, as well as attacker information like the
attack goal and attacker location. Based on the input data

files specifications, MulVAL works backwards from the goal
node, and identifies a sequence of matching rules and facts
that ultimately ends with the primitive nodes.

For current formulation of logical attack graphs built us-
ing MulVAL, we can identify certain vulnerability infor-
mation fields being represented. Excluding the host which
varies from system to system, the vulnExists property
gives us the CVE ID, application, access type (remote/local),
and vulnerability type. Additionally, the gained access level
from a remote vulnerability is implicitly contained in the
networkServiceInfo fact. This information can allow
one to conduct analysis using the attack graph, but yet is still
incomplete in a sense.

We highlight some limitations in the inherent formulations
of the rules involving the existing vulnerability information
fields. For the vulnerability type, the interaction rules only
show privilege escalation, or gaining privileges, as a con-
sequence. There clearly exist other malicious or security
consequences resulting from attacks such as denial of service
or information gain. Moreover, the derived fact from this
privilege escalation attack is represented as code execution.

Furthermore, for local access type vulnerabilities, the gained
access level is always set at root, which is a generalization
of all local vulnerabilities. In fact, the gained access level
might also be none for some vulnerabilities of either remote or
local access types. Also, for remote access type vulnerabilities,
the specific access level granted by the vulnerability is not
represented. Should the networkServiceInfo fact contain a
different access level from the actual vulnerability, the current
formulation still shows the vulnerability in the attack graph.
Lastly, the interaction rule descriptions for vulnerabilities are
also very general, specifically just simple mention of the
vulnerability being a remote (node 2 in Figure 2 for reference)
or local exploit.

We therefore develop our Rules Generator program to pro-
duce new rules to serve a threefold purpose. Firstly, we want
to rectify the issues mentioned above. We do this to ensure
that the attack graphs generated would represent the correct
information, as well as improve upon the scope of the at-
tack graphs, through expansion of vulnerability consequences.
This is related to the objective of representing appropriate
information in the attack graph for comprehensive analysis.
Secondly, we want to include some relevant information that
is not currently represented in the attack graph generated.
The information is that of the location, which we feel is
important for proper analysis. We go into further details in the
next section. This is also related to representation of relevant
information in attack graphs. Finally, we want the rules to
be able to visually represent information more clearly, and
describe vulnerabilities in more detail. The new rules would
then need to have specific conditions, and new facts have to
be created to represent the information in a different way.



IV. PARSING OF CVES

A. Vulnerability Information

Before we can create rules to enhance the attack graphs, we
need to obtain the relevant information that would allow us to
generate these rules for improvement. To this end, relevant
information fields from CVE entries, to be represented in
an attack graph, are identified in this work. Specifically, the
identified information fields are CVE ID, gained access level,
access type, vulnerability type, application and location.

The location information field refers simply to the location
where a (vulnerable) application is run on. There are certain
types of vulnerabilities where the application is vulnerable
because of the location it is run on. Put differently, the location
might be characteristic to the vulnerability along with the
application. The locations we have identified include, but are
not limited to, operating systems, frameworks, web browsers,
databases, servers, firewalls, routers and other network devices.
These were categorised under ‘locations’ as they tend to be
the ones that applications run on. A caveat of this is that a
vulnerability may sometimes have an application without an
identifiable location, or the location might be the sole source of
the vulnerability themselves, and thus without an application.

We extend the vulnerability types handled by MulVAL.
Currently, interaction rules only deal with Gaining Privileges
which is construed as executing code at the privilege level.
There are many types of vulnerabilities identified, but we focus
mainly on: Denial of Service (DoS), Code Execution (Exec
Code), Overflow, Bypass, Gain Information (+Info), and Gain
Privileges (+Priv). These vulnerabilities comprise more than
5% of all total vulnerabilities [1]. Including these additional
types would allow us to better represent the consequences of
a vulnerability in the generated attack graph. For access type,
we keep the possible values to remote and local, but for gained
access level, we add a third possibility on top of user and root
permission. This permission is the arbitrary permission level,
which is used to represent vulnerabilities that do not have any
gain in the privilege level.

Not all information fields are readily available in existing
dataset. Currently, CVE entries provided in a publicly available
dataset only contain the CVE ID and an unstructured general
description of the CVE. A subset of the information can be
obtained as structured data containing the CVE ID, vulner-
ability type/s, gained access level and access type from the
CVE Details online database [8]. However, information on the
application and location of the vulnerabilities are not readily
available in a structured format. Manually specifying such
information is tedious. We developed a functionality within
our Rules Generator tool to parse a given CVE description in
order to obtain the ‘application’ and ‘location’ information.

B. Extracting application and location information

CVE description do not follow a fixed format. In order to
design the process to automatically retrieve the application
and location from CVE descriptions, we first identify certain
keywords that can be used to delimit and manipulate the

Algorithm 1 parsing CVE description
Input: cveDesc text description, vulnTypes vulnerability types for a

CVE entry
Output: location,application

1: subsentences← split(cveDesc)
2: subsentences← f ilter(subsentences)
3: (app,loc)← extractAppLoc(subsentences)
4: return (app,loc)

TABLE I: Set of keywords used for splitting CVE descriptions

as in allow allows allowing does not do not
has have of for when on via

descriptions. These were identified from literature, as well as
through manual examination of a set of randomly chosen vul-
nerabilities. Using pre-defined keywords, CVE descriptions are
split and filtered to allow for clean extraction of ‘application’
and ‘location’ information.

TABLE II: Set of verb and object keywords to be discarded during
extraction of ‘location’ and ‘application’ information

access cache class command compare
console contain convert create driver

error execute expose feature function
generate implementation library login module
multiple network pass perform place
plaintext produce provide rely run

scan set store use verify
vulnerability

The process is shown in Algorithm 1. First, a given
CVE description text is delimited using punctuation marks
and keywords (Table I). This is based on the observation
that such keywords tend to follow or precede sub-sentences
containing the subjects of interest (split() in Algorithm 1).
Knowledge about vulnerability types (e.g. denial-of-service,
buffer overflow, bypass) applicable for the CVE is then used
to filter the generated sub-sentences in f ilter(), based on
the keywords specific for each vulnerability type. Next, the
same function removes verb and object words (Table II)
from the sub-sentences. Such words are pre-defined based on
common actions and following words observed within CVE
descriptions.

Lastly, the last phase involves the extraction of the ‘appli-
cation’ and ‘location’ information in extractAppLoc(). Two
observations are made. First, it is observed that applications
tend to occur before locations in the descriptions, and are
generally mentioned at the start of the CVE description.
Second, it is possible for the description to contain only
the location information, without any additional application
information. To this end, parse rules are implemented to extract
the foremost sub-sentence as the ‘application’ information and
the following sub-sentence as the ‘location’ information if
both information are present, else only the first sub-sentence
is extracted as the ‘location’ information.

V. RULES GENERATION

In order to represent the relevant information identified
previously, we generate more descriptive and visually com-
prehensive nodes using the extracted information described



in the previous Section. Additional interaction rules are also
automatically generated for the MulVAL engine.

A. Facts

We note multiple consequences for the different vulnera-
bility types considered. Vulnerability consequences, in this
context, mostly are construed as derived facts, representing
conditions resulting from an attack. The exception being
‘privilege gain’ fact, as an attacker might have privileges on a
host initially before an attack (for example, internal attackers).

Specifically, derived facts are created for indicating denial of
service, privilege gain, information gain, bypass and overflow,
each containing hostname information to identify the specific
affected system affected by possible vulnerability exploitation.

We also have primitive facts that represent the application,
location, and the application running on the location. The
former two simply represent the application or location present
on a host, but the latter runOn fact links both the application
and location for that vulnerability. It is possible for a host
to have two different applications and locations as more than
one vulnerability might be present, and we must match the
specific application to the location. Hence the need for the
runOn fact. These primitive facts are shown on the attack
graph as is, and users can easily identify the conditions for
a vulnerability being exploited. Furthermore, these facts are
combined with the remote or local access conditions, already
built into MulVAL, to match interaction rules which implicitly
represent vulnerabilities exploitations. These vulnerability in-
teraction rules can then contain tailored descriptions to show
more information in the attack graph.

B. Rules

Using the extracted information, the rules creator compo-
nent automates the generation of interaction rules for attack
graph generator tool, in a 3-step phase for each vulnerability.
First, the consequences of the vulnerability are identified.
Next, these consequences are connected to the conditions.
Finally, we build the description for the rule. It is noted
that multiple rules may be generated for each vulnerability.
For example, the same set of conditions for a vulnerability
exploitation can be present in multiple rules with the different
consequences. Similarly, some vulnerabilities can be present
on multiple applications or locations. For example, the lo-
cations Windows XP and Windows 7 might have the same
vulnerability.

We have mentioned how vulnerability types are used in
the generation of the consequences. The gained access level
information is also used to show at which level the conse-
quence has an impact. We have three access levels namely,
admin as root, user as user, and none as arbitrary. Additionally,
the gained access level is relevant when the access type is
remote. Similar to the existing formulation of remote access,
but with more detailed descriptions and facts, we use the
networkServiceInfo fact.

For the description phase, the rules are given a description
containing the CVE id, as well as the access type and particular

TABLE III: CVEs dataset information

Year No. of DoS Exec Over- Bypass +Info +PrivCVEs Code flow

1999 30 5 10 9 6 4 7
2000 30 5 10 13 7 3 8
2001 30 6 9 7 5 5 8
2002 30 9 12 9 6 3 7
2003 30 7 12 11 5 5 6
2004 30 7 10 8 7 5 6
2005 30 7 7 7 8 6 6
2006 30 10 7 8 5 8 7
2007 30 10 11 10 6 6 5
2008 30 8 12 10 9 10 5
2009 30 13 9 8 5 8 6
2010 30 13 14 8 6 7 5
2011 30 10 12 7 6 7 5
2012 30 11 12 9 5 7 6
2013 30 11 16 8 7 6 5
2014 30 13 7 5 5 8 7
2015 30 10 7 7 6 9 6
2016 30 13 12 8 6 8 6

Total 540 168 189 152 110 115 111

security consequence of that vulnerability interaction rule. This
is supplemented with information about the application and
location. Thus, apart from the implicit representation of such
information as facts in the attack graph, the Rules Generator
also produces rules that explicitly describe the conditions and
consequences of a vulnerability for that particular exploit
of the vulnerability. In this way, both the visual aspect and
descriptive aspect is enhanced for attack graphs generated with
the new rules that our tool produces.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Parser

To test our parser component of the Rules Generator tool,
we used a dataset of 540 vulnerabilities from the CVE details
database. As we have limited the vulnerability types previously
to the six types of DoS, Exec Code, Overflow, Bypass, +Info
and +Priv, our vulnerabilities are also drawn from these main
types. Though some of the selected vulnerabilities may have
other types than these 6, we do not consider them in the
parsing. Furthermore, we only consider the vulnerabilities that
have CVSS scores of 7.0 and higher. The rationale behind
this is that those vulnerabilities have higher impact and so
are likely to contain more complete vulnerability information.
For every year from 1999 to 2016, we randomly select five
vulnerabilities from each of the six types, Table III shows a
summary of the information from this dataset.

Using the dataset vulnerabilities, we manually annotated the
appropriate applications and location for each of the rules from
examining the descriptions. Following this, we then extract
the location and application information from the dataset,
checking the correctness of the extractions against our ground
truths. Note that it is possible for either fields to be empty,
and false extractions for empty fields are penalized in our
evaluation.

After refinement of the keywords, the final tests indicate ex-
traction accuracies of 92.78% and 90.00% for the application
and location information respectively. Both the fields together
were extracted with an accuracy of 88.15%.



Fig. 1: Attack graph from initial MulVAL rules

Fig. 2: Attack graph with 3 vulnerabilities from new rules



B. Rules creator

We now compare the graphs using the previous formulation
of MulVAL rules (Fig. 1), and our extended interaction rules
version (Fig. 2). Three vulnerabilities CVE-2001-0909, CVE-
2005-2614, and CVE-2012-4933 were present at different
hosts a, b, and c. The attackers goal is to gain information on
host c, with any privilege level. We limit ourselves to an attack
goal of execute code because of the original formulation. The
attack goal then is to execute code at any privilege level on host
b. We observe that the new rules attack graph is slightly more
compact. The key differences lies with the how the primitive
facts are represented, and the vulnerability description. We
see in Fig. 1 that the vulnExist fact can be rather long. This
is contrasted with our representation, where it is sufficient
to provide the application and/or location primitive fact for
exploiting a vulnerability. Furthermore, while the vulnExist
fact is good at containing information about the vulnerability,
it is easier to see the application from Fig. 2, because they
are represented as facts themselves, rather than parameters
with a fact, as in Fig. 1. Descriptions for vulnerabilities in
Fig. 1 (node 7 and node 2) are uninformative, and require
extra efforts to identify information. For Fig 2, the descriptions
(node 8 and 2) provide comprehensive information that can be
useful for analysis.

In Fig. 2, the attacker is able to directly access host a
from the internet (node 11). He can then exploit CVE-2001-
0909 on host a to be able to execute code with arbitrary
permissions on host a (node 7). Following which, the attacker
can access either host b (right path) or host c (left path).
The right path eventually leads to the same node (node 4)
as the left path, after host b is compromised via CVE-2005-
2614, which represents all possible attack paths. Finally, host
c is compromised by exploiting CVE-2012-4933 achieving the
attack goal with arbitrary access level. This graph, generated
using only ExecCode vulnerability type is akin to the default
information available in the initial interaction rules.

We see that the new fact node gainInfo, representing in-
formation gain, is produced in the attack graph. Moreover,
we do run additional tests with the other new vulnerability
consequence facts as the goal node, and all attack graphs
can be generated. We also observe that vulnerabilities can be
represented and matched to get the correct outputs. This shows
that our rules creator is able to produce rules that can capture
the vulnerability condition and consequences.

That is, application and location information extraction and
corresponding rules generation for attack graph generation can
be automated for future CVE entries.

Fig. 2 shows the application Discuz rc4 is running on host
b (node 19), and that Microsoft Help Center runs on Windows
XP. These both are involved in vulnerability exploits, to
identify them is directly obvious as looking at the conditions
of the vulnerability.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed an automated information extraction tool as
well as a rule generator tool, for an attack graph generation

system. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposal
by experimenting on MulVAL. We do this so that the logical
attack graphs produced by MulVAL is able to provide relevant
descriptive information in a concise manner that can aid
analysis of network security. We include the location that a
vulnerable application is run on, and extended the possible
security consequences that can be represented. Furthermore,
we represent the application as facts, so that it is easier
to identify the application related to the vulnerability. We
have shown that our parsing is relatively good, and that our
generated new rules work as expected to improve the visuals
and descriptive information in an attack graph.
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